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Intelligent Technology

“It appears that the body is responding to the Blushield allowing
the body to ignore more stressful environmental frequencies
emitted from electrical devices, including mobile phones.”
Dr W J Rea, Environmental Health Center, Texas, USA
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Putting Wi-Fi in schools; allowing cordless phones that radiate constantly to be manufactured; placing wireless
baby monitors near an infant; using a wireless tablet, smart phone or computer while pregnant; holding a
cell phone next to the head and keeping a cell phone in a bra or hip pocket or under a pillow; placing cell phone
antennas near homes, schools and on hospitals; metering electricity, water and gas with wireless smart meters and
designing smart appliances for the home will be viewed by future generations as dumb technology generated by
greed for a population that is largely ignorant of the consequences. We need to protect the health and wellbeing of
future generations, because without them there is no future! If we don’t do it . . . who will?
Associate Professor Dr Magda Havas, PhD, Environmental and Resource Studies, Trent University, Canada
The human-made electromagnetic fields (EMF) from all things electrical, electronic and wireless are so
much stronger than Nature’s and our own natural subtle fields. It is essential to use ‘active’ EMF protection,
and this is why Blushield is powered with microprocessor technology. ‘Passive’ protection does not have
the strength.
When you plug in a Blushield or switch on one of the portable products, millions of frequencies within the
human responsive range are emitted for a few seconds every 30 seconds to keep you in a coherent field which
the body responds to. This is called ‘sympathetic resonance’. Your body would much rather respond to natural
frequencies than the signals emitted from EMF devices such as wi-fi, mobile phones and antenna towers, smart
meters and the many other EMF sources that now surround us virtually all day and all night every day.
Scientists world-wide are calling for ‘white zones’ - no or extremely low EMF environments - to be established
around the world. However, this can mean living with no or very limited electricity or wireless devices, unthinkable
to those who enjoy the convenience and advantages of modern-day technologies. With Blushield revolutionary
scalar wave technology you are still able to use these technologies with no interference.
Just as EMF can affect every cell at once, with adequate protection, Blushield can protect every cell at once
utilising crystal photonics to generate scalar fields, resulting in advanced and effective EMF protection. Blushield
‘active’ technology restores the environment, safely reducing the EMF radiation absorbed, to enable the body to
reach coherent balance.
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‘Scalar energy’, also referred to as ‘scalar waves’ and ‘Tesla waves’ has existed since the beginning. All fields in
Nature are scalar fields. The Universe’s matter is organised by information and all living organisms have evolved in
this coherent life-promoting energy field that carries the information to sustain and enhance life, a bio-resonant
process of orchestrated orderliness that entrains the mind and body to function. It is critical to life and our wellbeing that the relationship between this life-sustaining energy and us remains intact.
The brain broadcasts the perceptions of the day to every one of the body’s trillions of cells so it is critical that
our natural electrical and electromagnetic signals are not overridden, enabling altered instructions to govern.
Electrical rhythms which govern all body processes in our brain, can be influenced by external human-made
signals with information that can swamp natural electromagnetic cues and result in dysregulation and desynchronisation of normal biological rhythms that direct growth, development, metabolism and repair
mechanisms to maintain health.
Bruce Lipton PhD states cellular technology created us, and in designing the human body, cellular communities
developed amazing technologies that were needed to manipulate, regulate and precisely control their
environment. Our overall health is determined by the health of every individual cell - tissues and organs can
become comprised if our cells function poorly. Our cells are cooperative and coherent systems, as is scalar energy.
The genius Nikola Tesla released scalar waves in 1899 and the brilliant renowned physicist Albert Einstein
documented how these waves could be practically applied. Today, scalar waves are already being used in
communications and medical applications. Eventually, scalar wave technologies that do not harm will become
a part of our way of living, replacing the radio waves and microwaves now currently in use.

Nature, Humans and Blushield
would only work with the best technology
Rather than being victims of our genes, epigenetic science reveals, that by controlling our environment, we have the
power to control our biology and become masters of our fate… we are also destined to use technology to ensure
our survival. Bruce Lipton PhD, Spontaneous Evolution: Our Positive Future (And A Way to Get There from Here)
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HOME & WORKPLACE

OUT & ABOUT
One of two rechargeable portable
models, the Portable has a three metre
radius (six metre diameter) area in all
directions. Place this business card size
model in your pocket when out & about
when away from the stronger field of
the Plug-in/Cube in your home and
workplace. If left ON all the time, charge
can last up to 7 days.

With a 45 metre radius in all directions
(90 metre diameter), this model
is recommended for homes with
low to medium EMF levels. Place
in the wall socket and turn on the
socket switch. The Cube is recommended
if you have 5 or more wi-fi signals.
With a 90 metre radius in all directions
(180 metre diameter), this model is
recommended for homes with high EMF,
homes within a kilometre diameter or in
line of sight of a mobile phone antenna
tower, homes with smart meters,
high-rise
apartments,
workplaces,
schools and hospitals. Place the
cord in the socket and turn on the
socket switch.

One of two rechargeable portable
models, the Disc has a three metre
radius (six metre diameter) area in all
directions. Place on your arm when
out & about or separate the disc for
use as a pendant when away from
the stronger field of the Plug-in/
Cube in your home or workplace.
Does not have an ON/OFF switch.
Charge can last up to 5 days.

IN YOUR CAR
With a 90 metre radius in all directions
(180 metre diameter) and at least two
times stronger than the Cube, this
model is recommended for ultra-high
microwave radiation EMF environments
which may include: within 250 metres of
a mobile phone antenna tower, close to
a smart meter grid, factories and some
hospital situations.

With a 15 metre radius in all directions
(30 metre diameter) and half the
strength of the Cube, the Auto is
recommended for vehicles, especially
while using mobile phones and other
wireless technologies when travelling
in a car/truck/bus.
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